Webnote 1549

SYLLABUS REFERENCE 2.3 (Interactive Worksheet)
Costs: Some Problems
•

Task 1: Diminishing marginal returns- Total, Average and Marginal Product

1) What is formula for calculating marginal product/output
2) Calculate Marginal product from the data in table 1
3)Does MP continue to rise as more labour is added
4) Using table 1 calculate the Marginal product (output)
5) Examine the MP results and find quantity where DMR sets in
6) Draw a graph of total product

change in total product after 1 extra unit
green box in table 1

7) What number of workers does the TP suggest?
8) How many workers does AP suggest?
9) Why is marginal more useful to the firm than total and average
10) Why is long run cost used in the theory of the firm?

10-no decline in output until 10th worker

Table 1: Product schedule for good X
Qty Labour.
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Reduce to see answers

marginal analysis clearly shows 5 as best

Planning the optimal size
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No-diminishing marginal returns (dmr)
answers under green box
6th worker sees marginal output fall
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see graph in figureBox
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TP = Total product or output
AP= Average product
MP = Marginal product

source: hardwick p 36, see blink also page 75
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SYLLABUS REFERENCE 2.3 (Interactive Worksheet)
Costs: Some Problems

Task 2
HL paper 1 2009-May

1(a) In the theory of the
firm, a distinction is made
between short run cost
curves and long run cost
curves. Using appropriate
cost curve diagrams, explain
this distinction. 10/25 marks

Task 3

HL2 2007-May
3. Explain the law
of diminishing
returns using the
average and
marginal product
curves.
10/30 marks

1. (a) Candidates may include the following information:
Answers should include:

•
•
•

definitions of short-run and long-run
U shaped SRAC diagram
diagram showing LRAC as L-shaped and/or U-shaped.

N.B. Candidates may also include the SRMC diagram. This should be
rewarded but is not necessary to achieve full marks.
Answers Task 2
Answers may include:
explanation of SRAC in terms of the law of diminishing returns
explanation of the LRAC in terms of economies/diseconomies of scale.
A clear distinction between SRAC and LRAC must appear in the
answer, for example, in terms of diminishing returns and
diseconomies/economies of scale to achieve full marks.
• Examiners should be aware that candidates may take a different
approach which if appropriate, should be rewarded.

3. Explain the law of diminishing returns using average and
marginal product curves. Answers may include:
• definition of the short-run
• definition of law of diminishing returns
• increasing output (TP) initially increases MP (BLue) which
pulls up AP (Green) as fixed factors are increasingly employed
(DMR), so changes in MP and AP slow down and reverse
• MP cuts AP from above
• carefully labelled diagrammatic representation
Answers
to Task 3 may take a different
Examiners should be aware
that candidates
approach which, if appropriate, should be fully rewarded.
Product/output
Marginal product

Average product
0
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